
Toward an Advanced Program
Production & Control System Using a
High-speed Network
Makoto YAMAMOTO (Advanced Audio & Video
Coding)

The sharing of contents and broadcasting
system equipment distributed over a network
is expected to bring about enhanced
productivity and a more efficient workflow to
program production. Our aim is to construct a
versatile, convenient, network-based
production and transmission system that will allow program
producers to utilize contents and equipment linked to the
network according to their individual work purposes. We
verified the feasibility of creating broadcasting applications
such as video editing and composition. The equipment on the
network could be freely combined by employing an XML file
command written in a new description method. 

Network-linked Data Broadcasting
Services
Hideki KOKUBUN (Multimedia Services)

One of the broadcasting services expected in
the near future is digital terrestrial data
broadcasting for mobile and portable receivers.
Combining this broadcasting service with
Internet service would realize a network-linked
data broadcasting service that exploits the strong points of both
broadcasting and communications. We recently constructed a
prototype receiver and verified the implementability and
effectiveness of this service through simulations. 

HDTV High Compression Technology
-Low-bit-rate coding of digital hi-vision signals
Yoshimichi OTSUKA (Multimedia Services)

It is assumed that digital terrestrial
broadcasting will use a data compression
enabling a bit rate lower than that of digital BS
broadcasting. Studies underway seek to achieve
a low bit rate without changing the MPEG-2
decoder that is installed in the present digital BS
receiver. Instead, to lower the bit rate, they are
making improvements to the coding algorithm of the encoder at
the broadcasting side. We recently constructed an image
structure adaptive selection technology and a motion vector
detection technology using a minimal amount of macro block
coding and reducing the amount of overhead. Simulations
confirmed the picture quality improvement of these technologies.

Mobile Reception of Digital
Terrestrial Broadcasting
Kenichi TSUCHIDA (Digital Broadcasting
Networks)

Regarding mobile reception of digital
terrestrial broadcasting, we have conducted field
trials under a variety of mobile reception
environments. They included reception with a small portable
terminal carried by a pedestrian, reception in a moving vehicle
on a highway or public road, and reception on board the
Shinkansen super express train. Based on the results of these
experiments, reports were made on what has been determined
about mobile reception service areas, the required electrical field
intensity, and reception in each environment. Concerning the
extent of good mobile reception of broadcasting for home
reception, we also reported on our latest accomplishments
involving the incorporation of a diversity reception technology to
increase the electric field intensity and reduce multipath fading
interference at the receiver. 
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Highly Efficient Flexible Organic
Electroluminescent Displays
Youji INOUE (Display & Optical Devices)

A flexible, ultra-thin display that can be rolled
up would be very useful for mobile reception or
as an in-home display. One promising candidate
for such a display is a polymer organic
electroluminescent (EL) device using a flexible
polymer material. We developed a new polymer material using
phosphorescence to improve EL efficiency. The device used a
layered structure to improve the balance between electrons and
positive holes and proved to be a highly efficient emitter of the
three RGB colors. 

High-density Modulation Technology
for Digital Cable TV Transmission
Naoyoshi NAKAMURA (Digital Broadcasting Networks)

Cable TV networks are coming to be used
as a local information infrastructure that can
meet the diverse needs of viewers, by their
providing re-transmission of digital
satellite/terrestrial broadcasting, independent
broadcasting of localized information, and
Internet access. It is estimated that these
networks will continue to demand a larger transmission
capacity. One way to expand transmission capacity is for the
digital cable TV system to employ a transmission scheme with
a higher frequency-use efficiency than is possible in the
present scheme. This presentation featured a recently
developed 1024QAM cable transmission scheme using a single
carrier that is capable of transmitting 10 bits per symbol.

Perpendicular Magnetic Disk for Ultra-
high-density Recording
-Large capacity HDD with a 0.8 inch
disk
Eiichi MIYASHITA (Recording Technology &
Mechanical Engineering)

To achieve a surface recording density of
200 Gbit/inch2 or greater, we are studying
perpendicular magnetic recording media
suitable for ultrahigh-density recording.
Micro-magnetic simulations taking the
thermal relaxation into consideration revealed
that the exchange stiffness between crystal grains significantly
influences magnetic cluster size, recording characteristics, and
thermal relaxation characteristics. Based on this finding, we
fabricated a perpendicular magnetic recording medium with a
granular structure that can control the exchange stiffness
between crystal particles. It could record with a 1000-kbit/inch
linear recording density.


